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 Is God Trying to Tell You Something? 
 Have you ever had a dream or vision that was so vivid that it remained with you for days? 
It is possible that your dream had a spiritual connotation and your vision was a message 
from God.
  
 In How to Interpret Dreams and Visions, best-selling author and evangelist Perry Stone 
explains the guidance and warnings encrypted in our visions and dreams and includes an 
extensive list of common dream symbols. With his unique blend of Bible knowledge and 
spiritual insight he provides answers to questions such as...
  
  
>>  Is my dream really from God? 
>>  How do I distinguish between types of spiritual visions? 
>>  Why am I having nightmares or unclean dreams? 
>>  What do my dreams of a departed loved one mean?  
  
 

There is no question that every person will have a dream at one point or another. Some 
will even have visions. But both experiences often leave people searching for 
interpretations. What did the dream mean? Is it a warning? Is it advice? Is it preparation for 
things to come? In this book, best-selling author Perry Stone will answer these questions 
and cover topics such as:
 The purpose of dreams and the revelations they bring

 Why dreams use symbolism and why they aren't simple and plain

 Learning to listen to your partner's dreams and warnings

 Why some dreams are delayed in coming to pass

 The significance of nightmares and dirty dreams

 True dreams versus false dreams

 The difference between psychic voices and prophetic voices

 What it means when you dream of a departed loved one

 What it means when you have the same dream more than once

 The possibility of a warning dream being changed through prayer

 The book will also include an extensive list of symbols found in dreams and will discuss 
what it means when you find these object in your dreams:
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 Doors, oil, and lamps

 Animals such as bulls, cattle, pigs, swine, snakes, and birds

 Trees and rocks

 Wind, water, ocean, fire, tornadoes, earthquakes, lightning, and storms

 Fields, wheat, and flowers

 Swords, arrows, and chains

 Various food items

  
 Perry Stone directs one of America's fastest growing ministries, Voice of Evangelism. From 
its 70,000-square-foot International Ministry Center, Voice of Evangelism is striving to 
reach the world with the gospel of Christ through revivals, television, audio/video media, 
printed material, and missionary sponsorship. Perry has authored over forty books and 
booklets and produced over one hundred videos and DVDs and hundreds of audio 
teaching albums series. Perry publishes The Voice of Evangelism magazine. Manna-Fest 
with Perry Stone, a weekly television program, can be seen nationally and internationally 
via cable and satellite systems around the world. 
  
 
  

Other Books
Biblical Principles of Dream Interpretation, Throughout the scriptures, we have discovered 
some outstanding characters who remain symbols of excellence till date. The characters 
attained great feats and broke new ground after experiencing a life changing encounter 
with God. The author, with the pen of a ready-writer skilfully draws powerful principles from 
their experiences. These principles are laid bare for the modern day Christian to apply in 
their personal walk with God. This book will help you experience the divine presence which 
will move your life forward. You would receive spiritual vision. The way of divine encounter will 
take you to a realm where demons will see you and tremble and evil powers will be 
frightened stiff when they discover the transforming power of an encounter with God. The 
book will flag off a new passion for God in your life.
�����. These principles are laid bare for the modern day Christian to apply in their 
personal walk with God. This book will help you experience the divine presence which will 
move your life forward. You would receive spiritual vision."
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